
 
 

TREELINE URBAN RESORT CELEBRATES VANN MOLYVANN WITH ECO 
ARCHITECTURE EXHIBITION 

 
Cambodia’s newest luxury art & design hotel honours nation’s pioneering architect by 

exhibiting “New Khmer Architecture” 
 
SIEM REAP, 05 April 2019 – Treeline Urban Resort – based in the historical Cambodian               
city of Siem Reap – today announced that it will host a public exhibition honouring the                
nation’s most prolific architect, the late Vann Molyvann, showcasing his ground-breaking           
work, and its modern application for ecological architecture.  
 
To be held from April 7th to June 30th, 2019, the exhibition – titled “Learning from the Past:                  
Collection of Vann Molyvann Project” – will be set in the resort’s distinctive open-air gallery               
and will present eight buildings, each representing the typology the renowned architect has             
worked on throughout his illustrious career.  
 
The exhibition’s theme will focus on “the specific elements of a really Khmer ecological              
architecture”. These are the words that Molyvann used to describe the need for buildings to               
adapt to modern materials and construction techniques – such as the effective utilisation of              
water, natural light and ventilation – while maintaining key elements of Cambodia’s unique             
culture, climate and building environment. 
 
Often described as ‘the man who built Cambodia’, Molyvann was born and raised in the               
Southwestern Cambodian region of Kampot (today known as Sihanoukville), before earning           
a scholarship to study at the prestigious School of Fine Arts (École Nationale Supérieure des               
Beaux Arts) in Paris. Upon completing his studies, he made Cambodian history by becoming              
the country’s first fully-qualified architect. 

 
Soon after returning to his homeland, he was appointed to a series of governmental and               
academic postings. As part of Prince Norodom Sihanouk national development policy           
between 1955 and 1970, Molyvann was commissioned to design multiple large-scale public            
projects including the iconic Independence Monument, State Palace, National Theatre,          
National Sports Complex, in addition to state residences, ministries, housing developments           
and academic buildings. 
 
“Modernity should not be inspired superficially by Western ideas that destroy all traces of the               
past,” said the late Molyvann about melding modern ideas with Cambodia’s rich            
socio-cultural heritage. “New buildings should bring tradition and heritage back to life.”  
 
Hok Kang, the founder of Treeline Urban Resort, wanted to pay homage to the late               
Molyvann, and the platform that he gave to future Cambodian architects, ushering in a new               
era of contemporary design in the country.  
 



 
 
 
“I wanted to commemorate the works of Cambodia’s greatest icon, the late Mr Vann              
Molyvann, and it is with great honour and gratitude that we will be hosting the Learning from                 
the Past exhibition,” said Hok Kang. “Treeline Urban Resort is a beautiful sanctuary where              
art and design lovers can come together under one roof and celebrate talented Cambodian              
artists and designers.” 
  
“As the guests navigate through the architectural models, drawings, photographs,          
information panels and maps, they will be transported to the Sangkum era as the spirit of Mr                 
Vann Molyvann’s work comes alive,” added Hok Kang. “This will also be the last time the                
public and admirers of Molyvann will be able to see his architectural models before they are                
transported to the M+ museum in Hong Kong. It is a privilege to host such a fascinating                 
exhibition, and I believe a fitting tribute to the life and work of the Cambodian maestro.” 
 

About The Vann Molyvann Project 

The Vann Molyvann Project, a collaboration of students and architects from Cambodia and             
around the world, was founded in 2009 by Canadian architect Bill Greaves to survey, draw,               
document, archive, publish and raise awareness of these extraordinary buildings that are            
today threatened by decay and development. 

The Vann Molyvann Project has been exhibited at the French Cultural Center, Phnom Penh              
(2010), Phnom Penh International Airport (2011), SA SA BASSAC Gallery, Phnom Penh            
(2015), Asian Cultural Center Gwangju, Korea (2016), Taipei Biennial (2016), and at the US              
Embassy Phnom Penh (2018). 
 

About Treeline Urban Resort  

Treeline Urban Resort, the gateway to new travel experiences in Cambodia 

Treeline Urban Resort is a privately-owned, 48-room luxury Art & Design hotel on Siem              
Reap’s Riverside in Cambodia. Founded, designed and built by local architect Hok Kang, the              
Resort offers a one-of-a-kind home for guests travelling to Angkor Wat, UNESCO World             
Heritage site and one of the oldest expressions of Cambodian creativity.  

 

Masterfully crafted with leading Cambodian artists, Treeline’s curated experience includes          
dedicated spaces for a growing private collection of contemporary art. We have over fifty              
pieces of original Cambodian artwork from acclaimed artists such as Sopheap Pich and             
emerging artists like Sothea Thang and Nov Cheanick.  

Treeline’s clean, functional style is combined with living artworks to reflect our deep-rooted             
veneration of nature, mindful attention to the smallest detail.  

Curious to find out more? Visit us at www.treelinehotels.com or get in touch directly at               
book@treelinehotels.com  

http://www.treelinehotels.com/
mailto:book@treelinehotels.com
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(KHMER) 
ស����រ  Treeline េរៀបចំ�ំងពិព័រណ៍  គេ��ង  វណ�  ម៉ូលីវណ�  

 

ស����រែបបសិល��ៈនិងរច��បណីតថ�ីបំផុតរបស់�បេទសកម��� 

�នកិត�ិយស�ំមកនូវ  ���ៃដ���បត��ករដ៏ល��ីល��ញ  សំ�ប់ពិព័រណ៍  "���បត��កម�ែខ�រជំ�ន់ថ�ី " 

 

ភ�ំេពញ  ៃថ�ទី៥  េម�  ២០១៩ - ស����រ  Treeline ស�ិតេ��កុងេសៀម�ប  ែដល��កុង 

�បវត�ិ��ស�  កម���  �ន�ប�សពិធី�ំងពិព័រណ៍���រណៈមួយ  េដើម��ីរ�លឹកដល់���បត��ករ 

ែដល�ន�ប��បិយបំផុតរបស់�បេទសកម���  គឺេ�កវណ�  មូ៉លីវណ�  ែដល�នប���ញពី���ៃដ  

និង  ទំេនើបកម�របស់�ត់  ស��ប់���បត��កម�ែដលគិតគូរ  ដល់បរ����នជំុវ�ញ។  

 

ពិព័រណ៍េនះ�នចំណងេជើង�  "េរៀនពីអតីត�ល៖  គេ��ងវណ�  មូ៉លីវណ� " 

ែដល�នេ���ះ���អង់េគ�ស�   “Learning From the Past: The Vann Molyvann Project” ។ 

ពិព័រណ៍េនះនឹង�ត�វេរៀបចំេឡើង  េ�ក��ងវ�ចិ�ត�ល  Treeline �ប់ពីៃថ� ទី  ៧  ែខ  េម�  ដល់  ៃថ�ទី 

៣០  ែខ  មិថុ�  ២០១៩  េ�យ�រ�ំងប���ញ  នូវ��រ�ំង៨  ែដលតំ�ង  ឱ��ភូមិ��ស� 

���បត��ករដ៏ល��ីល��ញ  ែដលពួគ�ត់�នបេង�ើត  េ�ក��ង�ជីពរបស់�ត់កន�ងេ�។  

 

�ប�នបទៃន�រ�ំងពិព័រណ៍េនះនឹងេ���តេ�េលើ  "ស�ស�តុពិេសសៃន���បត��កម�ែខ�រ 

�បកបេ�យរច�ប័ទ�ែបបែខ�រ " ។  �ំងេនះគឺ��ក��ែដលេ�កមូ៉លីវណ�  ���ប់េ�បើ  េដើម��ីពិពណ៌� 

ពីត�ម�វ�រៃនអ�រែបបទំេនើប  និងបេច�កេទសៃន�រ�ងសង់  ដូច�  �រេ�បើ��ស់ទឹក 

ពន�ឺធម��តិ  និងខ��ល់ឲ���ន�បសិទ�ិ�ព  េ�យរក��នូវរច�ប័ទ�ែខ�រ  រួម�ំងវប��ធម៌ែខ�រ 

ែដលខុសពីេគ។  

 

េ�ក  វណ�  មូ៉លីវណ��នេកើត  និង  ចំ�យកុ�រ�ព  េ��គនិរតីៃនេខត�  កំពត 

(សព�ៃថ��េខត��ពះសីហនុ ) េ�ក�ត�វ�នេគ�ក់�រ�  “បុរសែដល�នក�ងកម��� ” ។ 

េ�កទទួល�ន��រូបករណ៍េ�សិក��េ���វ�ចិ�តសិល��ៈដ៏  ល��ីល��ញ  (École Nationale 

Supérieure des Beaux Arts) ) េ�ទី�កុង���រ�ស  ។  �េពលប��ប់�រសិក��  េ�ក  �ន���យ� 

���បត��ករែដល�ន���ៃដ�ងេគេ�ក��ង�បវត�ិ��ស�កម���។ 

 

មិនយូរបុ៉���ន  េ��យពីេ�កវណ�  មូ៉លីវណ�  �ន�តឡប់ចូល�សុកកំេណើតវ�ញ  ���មេ�ះ 

�ត់�ត�វ�នែតង�ំងមុខ�រ�េ�ចើន  �ំងក��ងជួររ���ភិ�ល  និង������រ��មួយរូបផងែដរ។ 

េ�ក�នរួមចំែណក���ងសកម�  ក��ងេ�លនេ��យ  អភិវឌ��ន៍�តិរបស់សេម�ច  នេ� ត�ម 

សីហនុ។  េ�ចេ���ះ���ំ  1955 និង  1970 េ�កមូ៉លីវណ�  �ត�វ�នទទូលបន��ក�រ�រ 

ឲ��បេង�ើត�គេ��ង��រណៈធំ  ៗ  ���ងេ�ចើន  រួម�ន  វ��នឯក�ជ��  វ��ន�តិ 

េ�ងមេ��សព�តិ  ពុហកី����ន�តិ  �ពម�ំងសំណង់លំេ����នរដ�  អ�រ�កសួងរដ�  និង 

អ�រសិក��  �េដើម។  

 

េ�កមូ៉លីវណ�  �ន���ប់និ�យ�  "�ព�ន់សម័យមិនែមន�ត�វែតយក  គំរូ  ឬ  គំនិត 

ពី�បេទសេ�ក�ងលិចេ�ះេឡើយ  អ�រថ�ីគួរែត�ំយក�ម  �បៃពណី  និងេករតំែណលែខ�រ 

មក�ក់ប���លឲ���ន�ពរស់�នេឡើងវ�ញ។ ” 
 



 
 
េ�ក�ំង  ហុក  ���បនិកៃនស����រ  Treeline  ចង់េធ�ើពិធីរ�លឹកដល់  េ�កមូ៉លីវណ�  និង 

� ឱ�សពិេសស  មួយ  ែដលេ�ក  �នផ�ល់ដល់���បត��ករែខ�រ�េពលអ�គត 

េ�យ�ំមកនូវយុគសម័យថ�ី  ៃន�ររច�ែបបសហសម័យេ�ក��ង�បេទស។  

 

េ�ក�ំង  ហុក  �ននិ�យ�  "ខ��ំចង់រ�លឹកេ�ដល់���ៃដរបស់  េ�ក  វណ�  មូ៉លីវណ�  ែដល� 

និមិត�រូប  ដ៏អ���រ��បំផុត  របស់�បេទសកម���។  ��កិត�ិយស  និង  �រដឹងគុណ  ដ៏ធំេធងរបស់េយើង 

េ�យ�នេធ�ើ����ស់ផ�ះៃន�រេរៀនសូ�ត  ពី�រ�ំងពិព័រណ៍េនះ។  �េពល  កន�ងមក  ស����រ 

Treeline �កែន�ងដ៏�សស់���តមួយែដលអ�ក�ំ�ទ  សិល��ៈ  និង  រច�  �ចរួម���េ�េ��ម  ដំបូល 

ែតមួយ  និង  �ំ�ទចំេ�ះ  សិល��ករ  និងអ�កៃច�មូ៉ដែខ�រ  ែដល�នេទពេ�សល�� "។  

  

េ�ក�ំង  ហុក�នបែន�មេទៀត�  "ខណៈែដលេភ��វេធ�ើដំេណើរ�មគំរូ���បត��កម�  រូបគំនូរ  រូបថត 

���ំងព័ត៍�ន  និងែផនទី  �េធ�ើឲ��ពួកេគ�ន�រម�ណ៏េ�បៀប�ន  ពួកេគកំពុងស�ិតេ�ក��ង  សម័យ 

សង�ម��ស�និយម  ខណៈែដល���រតីៃន���ៃដរបស់េ�ក  វណ�  មូ៉លីវណ�  �ប់េផ�ើម�ន 

ស�ពរស់រេវ�ក។  េនះក៏�េពលេវ�ចុងេ��យ  ��រណជន  និងអ�ក�ំ�ទរបស់  េ�កមូ៉លីវណ� 

�ចេឃើញគំរូ���បត��កម�របស់�ត់  ។  មុនេពលរូបគំនូរ�ំងេ�ះ  �ត�វ�នប���នេ��រមន�ីរ  M+ 

េ��កុង  ហុងកុង។  ��កិត�ិយស  ���ងធំេធងមួយ  េដើម��ីេរៀបចំ�រ�ំងពិព័រណ៍  គួរឱ���ប់ 

�រម�ណ៍េនះ  េហើយខ��ំ  េជឿ�ក់����រេ�រពចំេ�ះជីវ�ត  និង  �រ�ររបស់  អ�កជំ�ញែខ�រ 

េយើងេនះ »។ 

 

អំពីគេ��ងវណ�  មូ៉លីវណ�  

 

គេ��ងវណ�  មូ៉លីវណ�  សហ�រេ�យនិស��ិត  និង���បត��ករមកពីក��ង�សុកនិង  េ���សុក  

�ត�វ�នផ��ចេផ�ើម  េឡើងក��ង���ំ  2009 េ�យ���បត��ករ���  េ�ក  ប៊�ល  �ហ��វ  (Bill 
Greaves)េដើម��ីេធ�ើ�រ���បស�ង់ឯក�រចង�កងេ�ះពុម�និងេលើកកំពស់�រយល់ដឹងអំពី  

��រដ៏អ���រ���ំងេនះែដលសព�ៃថ��ត�វ�នគំ�មកំែហងេ�យ�រ�ក់ែបក  និង�រអភិវឌ��។ 

គេ��ងវណ�  មូ៉លីវណ��ត�វ�នេគ�ក់�ំងប���ញេ�  មជ��មណ�លវប��ធម៌��ំងភ�ំេពញ  (2010) 

��ស�ន���នអន�រ�តិភ�ំេពញ  (2011), �លរូប�ព  SA SABASSAC �ជ�នីភ�ំេពញ 

(2015) មជ��មណ�លវប��ធម៌�សីុ���ងជូ�បេទសកូេរ�  (2016) ៃតបិុទីពីរ  (2016) 

និងេ����នទូត�េមរ�កេ��ជ�នីភ�ំេពញ  (2018)។  

 

អំពីស����រ  Treeline 

ស����រ  Treeline បទពិេ�ធន៍ថ�ីៃន�រេធ�ើដំេណើរេ�កម���។  

ស����រ  Treeline គឺ� កម�សិទ�ិឯកជន ែដល �ន បន�ប់សរុបចំនួន៤៨�បកបេ�យ�បណិត�ព 

�រៃច��បឌិត  និង សិល��ៈ  ែដល�នទី�ំងស�ិតេ��មដងទេន�  េខត�េសៀម�ប 

ៃន�ពះ���ច�កកម���។  ស����រេនះ�ត�វ�នបេង�ើតេឡើង  និង  រច�  េ�យ���បត��ករ 

ក��ង�សុក  េ�ក  �ំង  ហុក  ស����រេនះ  ផ�ល់ជូននូវផ�ះមួយ�បេភទស��ប់េភ��វ  េធ�ើដំេណើរ 

េ����ទអង�រវត�ែដល�សំណង់ប���ញពី�ពៃច��បឌិតែខ�រ  និង�េបតិកភណ�ពិភពេ�កៃន 

អង��រយូេណស��ផងែដរ។  

ស����រ  Treeline បេង�ើតនូវបទពិេ�ធន៍ល�  ថ�ីមួយ�មរយ :  �ររក��ទុកទីកែន�ង 

ស��ប់�ំងប���ញ  សិល�� :េផ��ងៗ  ែបបសហសម័យ 

ក�ងេឡើង���ង���ត់ជំ�ញេ�យសិល��ករែខ�រដ៍ល��ីល��ញ។  មិនែតប៉ុេ���ះ  ពួកេយើង�ន 



 
 
បន��ំសិល�� : រហូតេ�ដល់  ៥០  ែដល�នរច����ងពិេសស  េ�យសិល��ៈករល��ីល��ញដូច�េ�ក 

េព�ជ  សុ�ព  និង  សិល��ៈករ  ែដលកំពុងេលចេ���  េ�ក  �ំង  សុ�  និង  េ�  �និច�។ " 

 

រច�ប័ទ�មុខ�រ���តរបស់ស����រ  Treeline �ត�វ�នរួមប���ល���  �មួយសិល��ៈ 

រស់រេវ�កេដើម��ីឆ��ះប���ំងពី�រេ�រព  និង  �រយកចិត�ទុក�ក់ដល់ធម��តិ���ងល�ិតល�ន់។  

 

ស��ប់ពត៌�នបែន�មសូមចូលេ��ន់  www.treelinehotels.com ឬទំ�ក់ទំនង���ល់�មរយៈ 

book@treelinehotels.com  

 

ស��ប់�រ�កសួរបែន�ម  សូម�ក់ទង 

ែកវ  គូនី� 

អ៊�ែម៉ល  : kounila@redhill.asia  

ទូរស័ព�: +855 92 621 321  

 

ែកវ  េលនី 

អ៊�ែម៉ល:   leny@redhill.asia  

ទូរស័ព� :: +855 17 285 365  

http://www.treelinehotels.com/
mailto:book@treelinehotels.com
mailto:leny@redhill.asia

